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A b ~ & ~ d s : -  This paper is motivated fact tha& in a multi-user CDMA system, the ConventioM receiver s&ers severe 

as the relative powers of the interfering signals becomes large (i.e.,“near-far protdem”)). 

multiuser receiver, which aildates the near-far problem, is too C O J I I ~ ~ X  to be of 

mdti-user detector problem in CDMA channel as an o p t ”  nonlineap 

a simple feedforward m&&yered prceptrom refer to as ~ o ~ ~ ~ c  Nemal 

L&e&md Rule that has the abilities of arbitrary nonlinear transformr%tions, adaptive learning and 
decision OptimraUIy and a&ptively.The perfomzee of this proposed neural damor 
&XlI lS Of ~~~~~ d d&€$h and CO 

Furthemore, in many w s  the o 

tracking to implement this class 

and conventio with other 

&or schemes in a multi-user envirornmeHlt 

desirable features 

s i ~ u l ~ ~ ~ l y ,  operate at the 

use the entire system 

Coae waveforms. The traditional ~~c~ of demochrlating 
s in mdti-user system is that the 

s the mdtiple-wxs 

users. For this reasons, it has atecl the research 

interest in sptlmunt receivers in mdti-we 

system And in [2], the scheme bas 

37hedore, research efforts now 

~~~~~Q~ complexity to emure their 

The miin idea of optimum multiuser &kctors in to find 

the suppsixivector B* =(b*l,B*z, .....B* k) wlhiclia makes the 

likelihosd function maximum on the basis of the received 

signal’s waveform ‘r(t)’ for the interval (O,Tb) [1,2]: 
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m)i+(t-iT-zk)+T(t) t c@[iT+-l)] (1) 
bMk?l 

In e q ~  (11, sk ( t )  for k = 1,2,.& is a signature 

wavefom time limited in the interval [O,V assigned to each 

tranSmitier. fxlu. G@,--# is the i-th data bit of the k-th user. 
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rk @q.rl are the relative time delays associated with all 

users and 2M+1 is the packet size. n(t) is the AWGN with a 

spectral density with height d. When all the possible 

sequences are independent and equally likely, the optimum 

receiver and ML decision formula can be Written as b' 

Or, b" =arg max (2yTb-bTHb} (3) 
,. W - l J l t  

where y=(y, ,y , ,  ...,y,, )risthe sampledvector of output 

yk  at time t = Tb which is the sampled output of the 

normalized correlation receiver matched to the i-th signal 

passed by the received signat r(t). The sampled vector y is 

called the observation vector and it's a suBcient statistic for 

&moddating b, is written as 

y = H b + n = R m + n  (4) 

Where H = W R is the equivalent t"&er matrix. H E R- 
is the symmetric matrix of signal crosscorrelations. 

T m 

hb =Isk(r)si (r )d = /sb(t - Tk)Tr(r - j T -  .,)ut, ( 5 )  
0 -a 

Where W is called the energy matrix, and is the diagonal 

matrix in which the diagonal elements W k  > 0, denoting 

the signal energy of the i-th user in the received signal r(t). 

When the transmitted power is constant, W, depends on 

the distance. When the k-th user cbanges his location+ W, 

will be changed R = [.j],., is the correlation matrix of 

each user's PN code, which is a diagonal matrix.. Since 

each user's PN code is constant, matrix R is not changed 
As there is no absolute orthogonality between PN codes, the 

nondiagomd elements of R is not zero. Therefore, there 

unavoidably exist MAI in the system, and n is a zero-mean 
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Gaussian K-vector with Covariance matrix equal to dH, 

given as n = n(t)sk (t)dt . 
T 

0 

2: The PNN Implementation and Architecture 
The optimum MUD task is to decide and estimate each 

user's transmitted signal b=(bl,b~, ..., bt)  from the 

observation vector U+,& ,...,y, )'at time jTb according 

to equ. (3) and figure 1. How to do this is the problem to be 

solved by the MUD. So, the MUD problem is a problem of 

decision and classification. And because neural networks 

(NN) with MLP structure could implement arbitrary 
complex nonlinear functions by the use of proper training 

algorithm, provided that the number of neurons in the 

hidden layers is adequate. So, we consider the use of PNN 

algorithm based on Parzen probability density function 

estimation theory to implement the nonlinear classification 

decision function problem and PO approximate a solution to 

the " i z a t i o n  problem in equ. (3) that is known to be 

NP-hard complete[l]. The training process adapts to the 
asynchronous nature of the system if the relative delays and 

phases of the active users' signals are assumed to be 

unknowns constant during the training and data 

transmission periods. And since MLPs allow only for 

discrete time inputs. the continuous time received CDMA 

signal is converted to its corresponding discrete time signal 

version to form the input to the neural network. Essentially 

there exist two relevant possibilities: our active k-user's 
transmit + 1 or a - 1. This user's bits are embedded in noise 

that consists of MAI and Gaussian noise. And for the 
proposed NN to implement a ML detector, we viewed the 

input vectors (i.e., active user's bits embedded in h4AI and 

Gaussian noise) to the network for detection as the 
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following classification problem, or as a binary hypothesis- 

testing problem H1 and & [5 ] :  

Ho: y=-AJk+6+p (6b) 

where y is the observation of the active user's signal in 

noise, the desired signals vector is %sk. The received 

~ p ~ ~ d e  of desired users is &, and its spreading 

by sequence Sk. The sum of the interfering 

is 'I' , and 'p' is the length-N vector of 

tive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) noise samples. A 

ML detector Galculates a likelihood ratlo 'A' for a binary 

decision problem and compare it to a threshold P ' [5 ]  : 

4 

j - ( y / ~ , )  is the ~ ~ n d i t i ~ n a l  density function of the 

rvation of desired users' signals in noise p e n  that (HI) 

is true 

is the conditional density 

given that hypothesis (3%) is 
true: 

i 

For this work, the threshold j3, is taken to be equal to one. 

Thus, the following decision rule is applied: 

(loa) 

( 1ob) is tme : f ( Y / H , )  < f (Y lH , )  
where yrm is the i-th samples (+lor-1) ofthe m-th si@. y 

/ & = -11, for i = 1,2 ,'.,., 2k-', are the non-noise 

observing vectors which has 2k-' vectors when the k-th users 
transmits signals bk =+I and I& ==l, respectively. All the 

vectors and the nonlinear decision function fdy) are only 

been determined by matrix H = R W and the noise 

power,&'. TO make a decision one has to calculate 

~ ( Y / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( Y / ~ ~ )  using equations (8) rand W. The 

key to using the l ike~ood ratio equation in (7) in the 

network is the ability to e h t e  accurately the PDF based 
on the training samples, and it is now wed for the 

coastfuchon of the Receiver Operating Characteristics 
(ROC) curves for this detection and classification probkm, 

and it is a mdom variable distribuM according to 

fcvlH,) and 4374) for 

curve for a binary hypotheses problem is a plot of the 

probability of detected signals 'PD' v e m  the probability of 

undetected signals 'PN~D' calculated from equ.(ll) below by 

simulation fbr Merent values of varying threshold, p .= { 2,- 

1 ) to fonns the two performmix m m e s  for the detection 

problem. 
a a 

and PNaD =If(;tl%F (W 
B B 

The network archilecture realized for implementation 

of a ML detector and classifier is as shown in figure 2, and 
described by -.(lo) above. It is a lwLP networks trained 

with the PPNN algorithm that uses a sutn of Gaussian 

distributions to estimate the PDF for a training data 
samples. The trained network is then used to class@ new 

data samples based on the learned @s, and further, to 

pmvide a probability factor aSsociated with each cllass. The 

developed network though similar in structure to the Back 

propagaton NN with three layers st"e of: input, 

pattern (or hidden) and sununation (or output) layers; but 
differs y by employing exponential M Q n  instead 
of sigmoid function as activation Eunction in the pattern 
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layer[4,8]. The input layer of the network consist of M 

nodes and distributes the sampled signals to the pattern 
units which has 2K nodes, while the output or decision 

device which is a two-input neurons compares the 

likelihood ratio functions outputted by the two networks and 

produces a binary signal output (-I or 1) to declare that an 
output containing positive value samples which is larger 

than the threshold is detection, and nodetection for a 
negative value samples exceeding the threshold at the 

network output. The number of detdot l  and no-detection 

for every threshold value over tyre total number of 

propagated positive and negative input value samples, 

respectively, yield the estimates of the PDF of detection and 

nodetection, which forms the PPMN ROC curves. In the 

pattern layer, the pattern units number cmesponds with the 

training samples number. The wdight coefficients of 

network 1 and 0 are determined by training samples number 

'n' from both hypotheses Ho and H,.The output of the two 

networks now produces the conditional density functions 

fiY/4)andflY/%)* 

3: Discussion of Si Results 

Here, we mnsider the of a feedforward 

W s  r e f d  to as PPNN based ML detector for signal 

detection and classification in an asynchronous multi-user 

communications Gaussian channel with near-far problem. 

Shown in figure 3 is the ROC curves obtamed for the neural 

network CDMA multi-user detector for K = 5 active users 

with AWGN and employing a spxeadbg code of length N = 

63. The training samples number gener;rted vary from 100 

to 1000 for a ratio of signal energy over noise variance of 10 

and 1. The effectiveness of the znaposed PNN detector in a 

near-k situation is fuUy 

probability of detection 

detection when the network is train& with and without 

noise (i.e., active users and AWGN) added for different 

signal-energy-to-noise Variance ratios are also shown. As 

can be seen, the distances between the curves obtained from 

simulations are not too far away from each other, which 

indicate no much performance degradation with addition of 

the noise interference. High detection probabifity were 

attained for even a quiet large number of active users in the 

system, but this tend to fall as the signal-energy-to-noise 

variance ratios becomes smaller, i.e., I$/.", =IO. 

4: Conclusions 
In this paper , we have proposed a PNN detector and 

classifier, in which simulation results shows an improved 

performance over the comentional CDMA detector. And 

compared with other neural network multi-user detector 

schemes in a multi-user envir0nment[6,;rly the PNN detector 

exhibits a number of a#ractive properties and significantly 

outperforms them in terms of low computational 

complexity, high procasing speed, low classitcation error 

and near-far resistance. Our proposed neural detector shows 

adaptability to some of the unknown parameter in the 

system, especially, the energy matrix (power) which vary 

with the distance between users. These change of the energy 

matrix which is cawed by the users movement are 
adaptively traced by the neural network. As a result, the 

detector displays a great resistance to the near-far problem, 

thereby eliminating the need for strict power control. Also, 
because memory is dense and inexpensive with the 

development and availability of ASKS and programmable 

general-purpose digital signal processing techniques, the 

need for acceptable buffer size for the training samples will 

not pose a problem to the neural detector hardware 
implementation. More research work into its ability to be 
applied in unsymmehic noise case, and in multipath fading 

envhment is still going OIL 
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